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ART 321: Open for business

Handout + Reading

Preparing for  
Our Profession:
Key Operational 
Skills for  
Graphic Designers 

I.  Creativity and Creative Processes
   Develop the capacity to identify and solve 

complex problems within a variety of physical, 
technological, social and cultural contexts. [NASAD]

  
Apply the design process (toward solving  
essential challenges.) [AIGA/NASAD]

  · Planning and strategy
   · Research and information gathering 
   · Ask insightful and probing questions
   · Defining the problem and the approach 
   ·  Innovating through seeking insight,  

information and understanding
   ·  Analyze problems from multiple  

perspectives  
   ·  Developing multiple alternative solutions 
   ·  Delineating tough choices
   · Development, prototyping and revision
   · User testing, evaluation of outcomes
 
II. Strategic Thinking Skills  [AIGA/NASAD/Scruggs]

  Creative problem solving 
  Strategic thinking and planning 
  Frameworks and processes

III.   Project Management and Organization Skills 
Timelines

  Budgets 
  Business management skills 
  Managing people, programs and resources 
  General business development and operations

IV. Collaboration & team building skills 
  Communication skills: oral and written
   Persuasive writing
   Presentation skills  
   Small group communication 
   Negotiation and mediation
  Collaboration skills (team building) 
  Leadership skills

V. Personal Characteristics
   Em pathy: ability to understand and respond to

the needs, viewpoints, and perspectives of all 
people involved in the project

   Flex ibility + Focus: ability to stay focused and  
in control when things change or go wrong 
in midstream

   Ada ptable + Flexible: able to deal with change  
 quick changes in conditions and requirements 
of a job

  Accepts criticism positively
  Works well under pressure — stress tolerant 
  Passionate, enthusiastic and curious
  Able to think independently
  Pos itive and resourceful attitude and outlook 

(sees ‘problems’ as ‘opportunities’)
  Personable and self-assured 
  Ability to put the team or client’s needs above  
   need for individual recognition
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DEMONSTRATE YOUR VALUE TO POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS 
by Christopher Vice (permission to reproduce given by Christopher Vice 

 

As you transition into your professional career, an important key to getting your next job is proving that 

you will be a valuable employee. You can demonstrate your value and show that you are a pro by focus-

ing on three simple things: problems, solutions and results.

Practical needs

Problems. The people who run design organizations know that clients do not initiate design commissions 

just for the fun of it. Clients seek designers when they have a practical need to be filled. For instance, to 

stay competitive in their market a business might need materials to better communicate the relevance 

of their product or service. Or, to implement new legislation a government agency might need forms and 

manuals that are easy to understand by speakers of various languages. Or, to secure better funding a 

nonprofit organization might need to advance the understanding of their mission among philanthropic 

institutions. 

These are all practical needs that arise from existing problems and future opportunities. The kinds of 

situations that create these problems are the basis for all design activity. They are the conditions to which 

designers respond. The objectives that clients seek to achieve as a result of their problems and opportu-

nities become the measures for the success of any design.

When you talk about design as a response to problems and opportunities, you demonstrate that you 

understand the value and power of design. As a designer who understands the value of design, you raise 

the perception of your own value to current or potential employers.

From problems to solutions

Solutions. When designing is initiated as a response to a problem, a design always generates a solution. 

In the world of practical needs, solutions matter.

Too often, however, design is examined and evaluated as an artifact wholly apart from its relevance as 

a solution. To regard the artifacts of design this way is like looking at the surface of something without 

considering its interior or its reason for being. Examples of this kind of design criticism include the recent, 

often passionate, comments on the new Hershey candy wrapper and the new UPS logo. Many people 

have lamented the alterations of these iconic images without pausing to ask about the business impera-

tives that required new design solutions. One can make an appraisal based on the surface of things, but 

with some design (and with some people) beauty might be only skin deep. As a response to a problem, 

solutions should be evaluated not only by how they appear but also by how they get the job done. While 

a familiar candy wrapper and a beloved logo might deserve a special place in a history book, as artifacts 

they are not more important than the long-term success of their respective  businesses. 

The best of many

We all know from classroom design critiques that there can be many good communication design solu-

tions to any single communication design problem. To a single assignment, every student in the class 

may have a different, yet appropriate, response.

Where Science is often concerned with seeking absolute answers and the Humanities are often con-

cerned with seeking absolute questions, Design has the special opportunity to be concerned with seek-

ing the best practical solution out of many viable solutions. Almost always, the best design solution is the 

intersection of the best fitting form and the best fitting function.

Not what it is, but how it functions

Every time you present your work you have an opportunity to show that you are focused on designing 

solutions instead of designing things. Direct all your comments to how your design will achieve the practi-

cal needs of the problem or opportunity at hand. 

For example, imagine that you designed a set of communication materials for the upcoming season at 

the regional opera company. Maybe you were asked to help the opera house achieve its goals of appeal-

ing to new audiences and maximizing ticket sales. As a solution, maybe you focused on generating inter-

est among younger audiences by 1) portraying the relevance of operatic themes to everyday life, and 2) 
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organizing information to highlight that it is not necessary to purchase a season's worth of tickets thereby 

easing one's commitment to participate. 

When you show your work, report on your strategy for achieving these objectives. How is this proposed 

solution better than all of the many solutions that were viable? Probably you will not spend your time talking 

about what typefaces you used, what color palette you created and what paper textures you coordinated. 

You might choose not to describe the intricacies of the photomontage you created or that you used XYZ 

software or that you partially cut off the serifs in the display type. To someone who cares, these details are 

self-evident. All this information describes the thing that you made, not how your solution responds to the 

needs of the client's unique situation. Let these formal characteristics speak for themselves. Instead, focus 

your energy on revealing the solution strategy behind the surface. Your ability to highlight the performance 

attributes of your design solution will determine how business professionals perceive you. If you try not to 

talk about formal issues and you find that you really don't have anything else to say, you may discover that 

you have not yet developed a real solution. Keep working.

The bottom line

Results. Ultimately, all solutions are evaluated by how well they perform. Once implemented, the true test of 

the potential of any solution is whether or not it achieves the intended objectives. It will function as intended 

or it won't. After spending money and valuable time seeking the expertise of a designer, all clients are 

focused on the results. For our hypothetical opera company, the communication materials will either help 

generate interest among younger audiences or they won't. Sales of single tickets will increase or they will 

not.

Obviously, if all of your work to date is based on other hypothetical assignments, your solutions cannot 

have generated results beyond the classroom. But even as you describe solutions for school projects in 

your portfolio, you can communicate that you understand the need to achieve results for future clients. And 

it is never too soon to start planning how you will document the results of your future design solutions.

Very often, a designer working on real world projects never learns whether his or her designs are truly 

effective. Many times, clients never report such information. Many times, designers never ask. Sometimes, 

even when designers ask about the success of their solutions, clients do not track information in a way 

that is reportable. Telling your client that you want to track results demonstrates that you are focused on 

their need. To be a truly valuable designer, you should consider all of these issues at the beginning of any 

project. Understanding the potential nature of results at the beginning of a project informs your approach to 

developing solutions. 

The power of your design

What if your design solutions for that opera company were real and that you continued a professional rela-

tionship with the organization? Imagine the significance of being able to report to your current employer 

or future clients that within two years, attendance by patrons under 45 years old increased by 30 percent, 

subscription sales saw a 20 percent increase and single ticket sales more than doubled. You would be able 

to show that your solution had real value to the life of a cultural institution and that you can harness the 

power of design to create change.

Strive to be able to demonstrate this kind of value. A resume that documents your experience using real 

results provides truly impressive credentials.

Problems, Solutions, Results. When you focus on designing solutions to produce specific results within 

specific opportunities, employers and clients will value your skills and expertise. When that happens you will 

have earned trust and respect and gained a greater degree of responsibility.

Christopher Vice is chair of the Department of Visual Communication Design at Herron School of Art and Design and princi-

pal of sine qua non, a design consulting practice. Christopher was Vice President of Brand Marketing at Sapient. Previously, 

he focused on brand strategy and communication design for Global 500 companies including Mercedes-Benz, Citibank, 

SBC/Sterling Commerce and Viacom. Other work includes editorial design for The Getty Foundation, Beach Culture maga-

zine, Surfer magazine and Southern California Institute of Architecture. Christopher's work has been featured in publications 

including IDEA: International Graphic Art Tokyo, Brandweek, ID magazine, Architectural Record, Communication Arts and 

Émigre.

Read more about designing solutions: http://designing.aiga.org

http://www.aiga.org/designing_for_business
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TEAMS: A SAMPLE JOB LIST — Positions + Responsibilities
Larger firms employ individuals for a broader range of jobs and responsibilities such as those listed below  
while in smaller firms and in free-lance situations designers can be expected to wear many hats from accountant 
to CEO. w+k’s humorous duty list below offers a picture of the the types of jobs at a medium to large studio 
—all of the italicized internship job descriptions were listed in 2003 on w+k’s Portland site.
 Studios are collaborative environments—designers work in teams. Collaborative skills involve leadership, 
allowing others to lead, compromise and the ability to put the team or client’s needs above need for individual 
recognition. Each team member is expected to contribute to the design process and meet class and group 
determined deadlines. Evaluation of team members will be determined through peer evaluation, faculty  
evaluation and individual contributions. Students are expected to keep a physical record of their contribution.  
 Missing from below is your team’s presenter—strong presentation skills require an understanding salesman-
ship and effective communication and are integral to your success as a designer. We will practice presenting  
our ideas, each group will develop a presentation for p:earaphrenalia. Students should prepare to present and 
be ready with all the elements that will be required to address the creative brief from strategy to budget. 

2003 w+k intern positions  (local advertising agency)
 
Studio
“Studio — Duties: I am the man behind the man. Pull back 
the curtain my friend and I'm your OZ. Sure, the creatives 
may tell you that it's their idea, and it is, but I'm the one 
that makes it live. I'm the master of Photoshop. The guru 
Illustrator. The lord supreme of QuarkXpress. And I can build 
boxes, make posters and bind books with my bare hands, 
more or less. So you bring your little ideas to me and I'll 
make them happen. I'll make them big, baby.”  
— w+k web site

Traffic
“Duties: I'm like the freakin' schedule nazi. I don't care if you 
have writer's block or if the computer crashed or if your dog 
died, we've got deadlines here. It's my responsibility to make 
sure projects stay on schedule as they move through the 
agency.” — w+k web site

Account Planning 
“Accounting Planning — Duties: Reading until my eye sock-
ets bleed. Basically, I conduct a lot of consumer research 
through focus groups, interviews and reading a million publi-
cations. I learn everything I can about specific target markets, 
digest it and then regurgitate it in little bite-size pieces to feed 
to the rest of the agency. Best thing about job: I get to be 
cerebral all day. Worst thing about job: No glory” 
— w+k web site

Client Liaison
“Account Service — Duties: To remind myself of my priorities,  
I have a bracelet that says WWCD. It stands for: What Would 
Client Do? It is my job to know the client's needs and to 
make sure those needs are being met. I am not, however, 
the client's lackey. I will stand my ground when it comes to 
creative work I believe in and I will do my best to sell it. Best 
thing about job: The thrill of presenting and selling. Worst 
thing about job: Being the middleman. Most embarrassing 
moment: Passing out at the client's holiday party.”  
— w+k web site

Art Buyer
“Art Buying — Duties: I'm like the pimp, and the photogra-
phers, illustrators and artists are like my prostitutes. I find 
them, negotiate their fee and the print usage, coordinate the 
shoot and do it all within the client's allotted budget. After 
the dirty deed is done, I order the chosen film and then pass 
it along to Print Production for post-production work. And 
damn do I look good. Best thing about job: Working with art-
ists. Worst thing about job: Dealing with all the egos. Most 
embarrassing moment: That day my fake fingernails kept fall-
ing off.”  — w+k web site

Interactive
“Interactive — Duties: I believe that computers are really 
aliens and someday they will take over the world. And when 
they do, they will eat everyone who doesn't know all about 
Flash, HTML, Web graphics and multimedia. Out of the survi-
vors, they'll give government positions with good benefits to 
those with strong design skills. So I'm preparing by working 
on Web pages, banners and integrated branding campaigns 
here. Best thing about job: Being on the cutting edge. Worst 
thing about job: Radiation from the computer monitor. Most 
embarrassing moment: Any abduction flashback.”  
— w+k web site

Media
“Media — Duties: I bring the light to the masses. Without 
me, people wouldn't know Just Do It from jack. I decide 
where the ads will go and who will have the privilege of see-
ing them. If I wanted to, I could put sex toy ads in children's 
publications. Except we don't do sex toy ads. And I'd get 
fired. And sued. Best thing about job: Media sellers are 
always trying to give you free stuff. Worst thing about job: All 
the number crunching. Most embarrassing moment: Falling 
off the roof.”  — w+k web site

Print Production
Print Production — Duties: I employ super, secret vernacular 
to talk to the studio and outside vendors, like color houses 
and printing shops. Then I oversee things like safety, live 
area, bleed info and mechanicals to make sure a print ad/
project comes out a-ok. Best thing about job: The smell of 
fresh ink on coated card stock. Worst thing about job: 3 am 
press checks. Most embarrassing moment: Realizing I was 
colorblind.”   — w+k web site


